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Real-time measurements of droplet
size distribution in antarctic coastal

clouds
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In the Ross Ice Shelf region, measurements of cloud droplet
size distribution were carried out using a forward scattering
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spectrometer probe (FssP) in antarctic coastal clouds during
November 1980. Some results of our antarctic expeditions have
been reported earlier (Saxena 1981, 1982, 1983; Saxena and
Curtin 1983; Saxena and Ruggiero 1984; Saxena et al. in press).

The observational platform used for this study was in instru-
mented ski-equipped Hercules airplane described by Hutchins
and Wall (1981) and Saxena (1981). The airplane made use of the
airborne research data systems (ARDS) which was equipped
with sensors for pressure, temperature, wind, humidity, and
airplane position measurements. In addition, the LC-130 air-
plane was specially equipped with an FSSP to measure the cloud
droplet size distribution and a cloud condensation nuclei (ccN)
spectrometer to measure the spatial and temporal distributions
of CCN.

The wing-span of the airplane is 41.31 meters (or 135 feet, 7
inches) and the FSSP was positioned at the tip of the left wing,
about 1.22 meters (or 4 feet) below it to get a representative
sample of the cloudy air.

The two-dimensional cloud boundaries for 3 and 5 November
1980 are presented in figure 1 (a and b). A liquid water content of
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Figure 1. A. Cloud geometry and flight track for 3 and 4 November 1980. B. Cloud geometery and flight track for 5 November 1980. ("km" denotes
"kilometer." "GMT" denotes "Greenwich Mean Time.")
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0.05 gram per cubic meter was used as a threshold value to help
determine the cloud boundaries. This is the value that has been
suggested by Dergach, Zabrodsky, and Morachevsky (1960)
and used by Tsay and Jayaweera (1983) for similar purposes for
arctic stratus clouds. These calculations were checked against
observations on the flight log and against the dew-point depres-
sion measurements observed by the airplane sensors, and all
were found to be in good agreement with each other.

The table summarizes the observed and calculated param-
eters for each cloud. These parameters are representative of
what one would expect to find in maritime clouds. We observed
a strong correlation between the droplet diameter and height
from the cloud base with a correlation coefficient of 0.93. The
spectral broadening with height is also readily apparent when
comparing individual droplet size distributions (figure 2, a and
b). It can be seen that all the clouds exhibit bimodal size distribu -
tions of varying degrees with an initial peak in concentration
occurring at a diameter less than 4 micrometers. The diameter at
which the second peak occurs varies between 12 and 16 mi-
crometers, and it is this peak that seems to vary with height. For
example, in figure 2(b) the cloud base is at 500 meters mean sea
level (MsL), and the second peak in concentration is at a diame-
ter of 12 micrometers, while in figure 2(a) the cloud base is at
1,450 meters MSL and the second peak is at 18 micrometers. Both
clouds contain approximately the same total concentration, but
we observed that the cloud with a higher base has a second peak
at a larger droplet diameter as compared with the lower base
cloud.

Bimodal size distributions have been observed at other loca-
tions for cumulus clouds, marine stratus clouds, and arctic
stratus clouds. Although these bimodal distributions are found,
often they have not been adequately explained by the classical
theory of cloud droplet growth without the introduction of
extraneous matter such as anthropogenic CCN.

Johnson (1982) believes that large droplets are simply formed
from giant CCN. Since aerosols as large as 100 micrometers are
known to exist in the atmosphere, it is possible a second peak in
droplet size distribution could result from these CCN. Indeed,
the sea is believed to be a source for some of these ultra-giant
aerosols. However, this theory would not be expected to apply
in Antarctica. As Johnson himself points out, clouds that extend

above the freezing level are susceptible to ice phase processes
that occur before the drop coalescence mechanisms, which are
necessary to his theory, have an opportunity to take hold.

One of the major drawbacks of conventional cloud droplet
growth theories (i.e., Jonas and Mason 1982) is that they do not
accurately reflect the spectral broadening and bimodality that is
often observed in stratus clouds. If one assumes differing con-
densation coefficients for CCN, then it is possible to derive a
bimodal distribution with conventional growth theories.
However, assuming the surrounding ocean serves as the pri-
mary source of CCN, it seems unlikely that condensation coeffi -
cients would show much variation. Finally, a varying CCN
coefficient still would not explain the spectral broadening that
occurs with height.

The bimodal size distribution may be explained on the basis
of the entrainments of the surrounding air. Two variations of
this theory have been proposed recently: the entity-type mixing
model of Telford and Chai (1980) and the inhomogenous mixing
model of Baker and Latham (1979, 1982). These models are
closely examined elsewhere (Ruggiero 1985) with respect to our
observations to gain insight into the broadening mechanism of
the droplet spectrum.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 79-22058. The authors acknowledge the help of Roger
Hutchins during field operations and thank Austin Hogan for
attending to the external heater of the FSSP.
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Measured and derived parameters for clouds sampled on 3 and 5 November 1980. represents mean droplet diameter; D 95 , the
diameter at which the cumulative liquid water content just exceeds 95% of the total liquid water content.)
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Figure 2. A. An example of cloud droplet size distribution measured on 3 November 1980. B. An example of cloud droplet size distribution
measured on 5 November 1980. ( 11cm 3 it m" denotes "per cubic centimeter per micrometer:' "GMT" denotes "Greenwich Mean Time:')
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